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BS2000
Chapter 7
Business Servers and Peripherals
BS2000 is a modern, dynamic system platform, which with its continuous innovation is developing in line
with users' demands, while at the same time protecting their investments in hardware and software in the
long term.
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7.1 Overview
7.1.1 Continuity and innovation
The BS2000 platform has proved its worth for more than three decades and is the subject of constant further development.
In the /390 sector the Fujitsu BS2000 S175 and S210 business servers continue the success of their predecessors S165 and S200. The new S servers
and their newly developed processors offer increased system performance, more configuration options in the I/O system as well, top availability
and last but not least a clear reduction in power consumption.
Since 2002, a series of BS2000 business servers has been created based on standard SPARC64 processors. The systems range from SX130
through to SX160 and are rounded off at the lower end by the SX100.
As the first representative of a new line of servers the Business Server SQ100 was released at the end of 2008. The current Fujitsu BS2000
business server SQ210 has been available since mid-2012. The SQ servers are based on high-end Intel servers with XEON-MP processors and
their software structure is based on the successful SX servers.
What is most important to users in all this is that in spite of all the upheavals in the technology and the emergence of new paradigms, their
investment in hardware and software will be protected over the long term. Thus, by upgrading their existing hardware and introducing the
enhanced functionality of new operating system versions, they can regularly improve their cost-effectiveness without having to change the rest
of their system, their applications or even their operational organization. Ongoing development of the BS2000 platform is their guarantee that
they can continue to operate a reliable system and enjoy an outstanding price/performance ratio in the future also.
With the introduction of its successful microprocessor-based server lines over the past several years, Fujitsu completed a step which analysts
rated as the entry into a new dimension of open server technology offering maximum cost-effectiveness. This direction will be systematically
followed in the coming years with the provision of BS2000 business servers based on high-end Intel processors. A key aspect of relevance to
investment protection here is that existing applications can run without modification on the new platform.
The new SQ business server line supporting Intel processors is an expansion of the BS2000 platform portfolio. Since mid-2010 they have opened
up new perspectives, because it is also possible to use a virtualization layer to run Linux and Windows systems in parallel with BS2000. In the
SQ210 the optional application units further expand the multi-OS capability of the SQ series, and at the same time the BS2000 performance has
also been significantly increased again.
 The SQ systems join the ranks of innovative servers which are tailored to the requirements of business-critical computing and thereby
systematically continue the open server strategy for BS2000. They therefore form the perfect server platform for corporate customers running
mission-critical applications with either lower or midrange performance requirements but also higher capabilities.
 With the virtualization features the SQ server line combines tried-and-tested features from different system worlds and so emerges as a new
basis for server consolidation and coexistence scenarios.
 Fujitsu continues with the SQ servers the strategy of ensuring the greatest possible protection for customers’ investments in the BS2000
environment.
 So Fujitsu is consequently consolidating and expanding the position of BS2000 as a modern, dynamic and therefore attractive server platform
in the server market.
For a long time the traditional Type 2 and S (ESCON) channels dominated the connections to peripheral devices. Now all the BS2000 server lines
support the Fibre Channel standard. They are therefore exceptionally well prepared for integration into an SAN.
BS2000 servers access the open world of LAN and WAN networks with the different standards and Gigabit Ethernet via the HNC (High-speed Net
Connect) or via integrated controllers in the server.

Outlook
Fujitsu's mainframe platform already offers a high level of openness and availability on different hardware technology platforms, both on the
classic /390 architecture and on x86 architecture from Intel.
Combining the best technologies from earlier Fujitsu mainframe lines of the S series and SQ series, Fujitsu will soon launch the new SE series of
BS2000 business servers, which stand out for further improvements in openness, in integration with other server and peripheral systems and in
cross-system manageability.
The new SE mainframe generation is the resolute continuation of Fujitsu's commitment to particularly powerful and reliable server systems over
the next few years.
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7.1.2 Availability
An essential feature of enterprise systems is maximum availability of data and applications. Although the hardware becomes progressively more
reliable with increasing integration density, a system must be configured and monitored to ensure that individual faults do not lead to a total
system shutdown. These requirements are met with the BS2000 servers, just as they are by the system software and the peripheral systems.
Although an individual server may boast excellent values in terms of hardware availability, it may be advisable for a company to set up an
availability cluster consisting of multiple servers networked via a connection system. Each of the server systems runs a standalone BS2000
system or multiple guest systems via VM2000 or hardware partitioning.
The availability cluster can detect failures and switch over affected applications and their data selectively to a standby system. The necessary
HIPLEX components are described in more detail in the chapter titled "BS2000 System Software". In addition to a particularly easy configuration
of a cluster, the new high availability features of the SQ210 business servers also offer the option of relocating guest systems and their
applications to a second server without any interruptions, thus avoiding for the most part any planned interruptions.
Using Fibre Channel networks, it is possible to resume processing on a remote standby system with the full data resource in minimum time if
large-scale damaging events occur.
To increase availability further, a hot-spare CPU is included as standard on the S175 and S210 high-end systems. In normal operation these
processors are inactive, but if an active CPU fails they are dynamically attached to ensure continued problem-free operation without any downtime
or losses in performance.
A redundant console processor (SCP) provides a backup in case the system console of the S servers fails, thus further improving the availability of
the overall system.
The Global Storage facility, which is available for the S series high-end servers, guarantees fast failsafe access to important application data and
administrative data, thus increasing the availability of an application as well as its actual execution speed.
7.1.3 Cost-effectiveness
Server cost-effectiveness is, of course, of paramount importance to customers. Foremost among the key factors influencing TCO, not counting
procurement costs and infrastructure costs for power, cooling and space requirements, etc., are end-to-end scalability, economical and reliable
system administration, and extensive automation of data center operation. Low consulting and training costs, security against damage due to
misuse, and easy customizing of the IT solution to the customer organization are further fundamental requirements for an enterprise server
system accepted by the customer. As a result, there has been a trend for quite some time now for mission-critical applications to be consolidated
on mainframes once again, and this trend is strengthening.
Various independent benchmarks have repeatedly confirmed the outstanding cost-effectiveness of BS2000 servers in combination with the
BS2000 system software when measured against these criteria in competitive comparisons. What's more, the cost-effectiveness of the BS2000
servers is further enhanced by new usage models. Because the system performance required by the customer in many applications varies
between a constant basic load and a time-limited peak load, flexible usage models are offered. For the peak load period it is then possible to
attach additional processors in order to cover the increased power requirement. The costs for the additional processor performance are incurred
only for the agreed period of usage.
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7.1.4 Processing performance
The continuing trend toward recentralization produces a strong demand for computing power, with the focus on high monoprocessor
performance. With the S210 models, servers delivering an exceptional monoprocessor performance of 520 RPF are now available. For the first
time high-end BS2000 servers are using the newly developed Quad-Core processors. The Business Server S210 uses up to four multi-core chips,
each with four cores
The dramatic improvements in performance are based on smaller and smaller processor chip geometries, enabling higher clock speeds. Owing
to its excellent multiprocessor characteristics, our current S210 server can be scaled to as many as 15 processors, delivering an overall
performance of 5,000 RPF. Setting up a HIPLEX load-balancing cluster with up to 4 servers can increase cluster performance further by roughly a
factor of 4.

Figure 1: Performance ranges of BS2000 business servers

Today, BS2000 systems are positioned as tried-and-trusted and at the same time innovative business servers for meeting the requirements of
enterprise-wide IT solutions. The key factors for their success are to be found in the large performance bandwidth, constant innovation of the
systems (e.g. web capability, high availability, standard processor technology), and above all in Fujitsu Technology Solutions exceptional system
software expertise. BS2000 servers are proven leading system platforms in terms of their data center efficiency.
The BS2000 server range uses reliable and affordable CMOS technology across the board. This technology together with the enormous system
1
scalability associated with it - currently up to 5,000 RPF - guarantees peak performance right to the top of the high-end range, without system
migration.
As well as the proven System/390 architecture of the S series for the high-end performance range, Fujitsu is continuing an innovative path based
on standard processors with the SQ models in order to also use the breakneck pace of development of low-cost microprocessor technology with
full compatibility for BS2000:
The use of high-end Intel processors for the SQ210 business servers leads to a particularly wide performance range with highly innovative
BS2000 servers. Thanks to innovative emulation technology with the JIT translator and the support of up to 16 BS2000 CPUs the top performance
of the SQ210 business servers is now 1,750 RPF.
The virtualization concept with BS2000, Linux and Windows guest systems enables applications to be consolidated on operating systems with a
large installed base and so ensures cost-effective, failsafe operation of different customer applications on SQ business servers.

1
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7.2 BS2000 servers based on /390 architecture
BS2000 spans an extremely wide server product spectrum and always uses the best available technologies for this, thus further increasing the
scaling factor and hence the potential growth path from the smallest to the largest system. At the top end of the performance scale, the trend
toward more performance, and consequently to much more powerful systems, will continue in the coming years.
Scalability is one of the outstanding features of all S servers. Today, BS2000 is a mature high-end computing platform for management of
maximum volumes of data and with proven functions. It has shown itself to be an optimum solution in terms of security, maximum availability,
ease of operation and automation in many business-critical application scenarios.
The higher end of the BS2000 performance range is covered by the S175 and S210 business servers. Here, all servers across the range use
reliable and affordable CMOS technology.
The S175 and S210 models feature leading-edge 65 nm CMOS technology. This technology together with its associated enormous system scalability
– currently from 170 to 5,000 RPF – guarantees top performance right into the high-end range without changing system. Users are offered every
technically possible performance option based on systems with a very reasonable price/performance ratio. The S175 and S210 business servers are
supported by BS2000 V7.0 or higher and VM2000 V9.0.
The introduction of the open Fibre Channel standard on the BS2000 servers of the /390 line makes this connectivity standard available across
the entire BS2000 server range. The possible number of I/O processors and usable Fibre Channels has increased by a factor of 2 in contrast to the
predecessor S200 – and is now eight I/O processors and 64 FC channels.
Two of the outstanding features of Fibre Channel connection technology are high data transfer rates and extremely short response times.
Performance values as high as 96 MB/s have been measured over real Fibre Channel links with BS2000 S series servers, which is not far off the
maximum theoretical throughput of 100 MB/s. In addition to the disk storage systems ETERNUS DX400 and DX8000 as well as Symmetrix DMX
and V-Max, the ETERNUS CS8000 Unified Data Protection Appliance and HNC are also available with Fibre Channel.
The Scalar i500, Scalar i2000/i6000 and Scalar 10000 tape library systems with LTO drives are also supported for BS2000 servers. In summer
2011 LTO-5 drives in these tape libraries were released for S servers with BS2000 as of version 8.0.
With their outstanding features and virtually unlimited scalability, the servers of the S series make an ideal platform for running extensive
time-critical batch processing and OLTP applications side by side, and are equally suitable as internet servers. The use of new highly integrated
multi-core processors has reduced power consumption of S175 and S200 by up to 20% compared to its predecessors. Volatile organic
connections have been completely removed from the housing color so that the new models are particularly environmentally-friendly.
7.2.1 S175 business servers, an entry into the high-end performance range
The Fujitsu BS2000 S175 business servers are positioned to compete in the high-end performance sector. The series comprises nine models
featuring up to three general processors (CPUs). Applications with high requirements in terms of monoprocessor power benefit from its
scalability with monoprocessor models. More overall performance is offered by S175 servers with up to 3 processors. For increased system
availability, all S175 models feature an additional general processor called a "hot-spare CPU". With the Capacity on Demand function additional
processors can be attached during online operation to offset load peaks or provide additional performance e.g. for backups. Activation and
deactivation are performed by the customer using BS2000 commands.

S175 highlights
 Performance range 170 up to 1,040 RPF
 Monoprocessor performance 390 RPF
 Hot-spare CPU as standard
 Main memory scalable up to 64 GB
 Global Storage expansion of 2x64 GB, can be set up at distances of up to 9 m from the server
 DCS dynamic channel subsystem with one or two input/output processors and
max. 128 channels for connecting peripherals
 I/O interfaces:
Type 2 channel in block multiplex mode,
Type S channel in all three modes (CVC, CNC and CTC mode) and
Type FC channel, open Fibre Channel standard.
 Capacity on Demand
 Integration in enterprise storage area networks (SANs)
 Low energy consumption and high environmental compatibility
Two S175 models can be configured as a parallel HIPLEX with shared Global Storage.
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7.2.2 S210 business servers, the top models in the high-end performance class
The Fujitsu BS2000 S210 business servers represent the pinnacle of performance in the present generation of BS2000 servers. They possess a
performance bandwidth of 1:5. This is achieved with 2 to 15-way processor configurations.
A HIPLEX cluster with four interconnected systems delivers an overall performance of approx. 20,000 RPF. For increased system availability, all
S210 models feature an additional general processor (hot spare CPU).
With the Capacity on Demand function additional processors can be attached during online operation to offset load peaks or provide additional
performance e.g. for backups.
Activation and deactivation are performed by the customer using BS2000 commands.
The S210 server sets new standards in the mainframe sector: Unrivaled performance married to exceptional cost-effectiveness, two features still
regarded as incompatible some time ago, are ideally combined in the S210 business server.
S210 highlights
 Performance range 990 up to 5,000 RPF
 Monoprocessor performance approx. 520 RPF
 Hot spare CPU as standard
 Main memory scalable up to 256 GB
 Global Storage expansion of 2x128 GB, can be set up at distances of up to 9m
from the server
 DCS dynamic channel subsystem with up to four input/output processors and
max. 256 channels for connecting peripherals
 I/O interfaces:
Type 2 channel in block multiplex mode,
Type S channel in all three modes (CVC, CNC and CTC mode)
Type FC channel, open Fibre Channel standard
 Capacity on Demand
 Integration in enterprise storage area networks (SANs)
 Low energy consumption and high environmental compatibility
Four S210 models can be configured as a HIPLEX cluster with shared Global Storage.
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7.2.3 Global Storage - Top performance and availability for BS2000 applications
Global Storage (GS) is an ultra-powerful system add-on for high-end BS2000 servers. The semiconductor memory is directly connected to the system
controller and can be made nonvolatile by expansion options (backup).
GS permits exceptionally fast, synchronous access to
frequently needed disk storage data. Due to its direct
connection to the system boards of the server, access
speed is many times faster than with hard disks. It offers
substantial added benefits to all BS2000 applications in
terms of data access speed, throughput and performance
of the overall system.
Maximum fault tolerance and disaster backup are achieved
by redundant and nonvolatile data storage in the Global
Storage. If a power outage should occur, a rechargeable
backup battery is activated, guaranteeing the data will be
kept safe in the Global Storage for 24 hours.
Due to their direct interface, server and Global Storage can
be set up at a maximum distance of 9 m apart. This
enables the data to be kept protected in backup data
centers.

Figure 2: Global storage of BS2000 servers

Provision can also be made for extremely powerful and highly available database operation. Benchmark tests have revealed two major benefits
of using Global Storage: much faster database write I/Os, and shorter database recovery times following a fault. On average, time gains of 500%
can be achieved.
Multiple BS2000 servers connected to the GS can share data and have exclusive or shared access to individual address areas (partitions). As in
the past, recovery capability is ensured by the BS2000 operating system also storing the administrative data in the GS.
Deployment scenarios:
When combined with the AutoDAB features of the product DAB (Disk Access Buffer), Global Storage is used as a fast read/write cache. Intelligent
algorithms ensure that precisely the right data is buffered in the high-speed cache. The hit rate is particularly high as a result, and only rarely does
data need to be fetched from the hard disk. Compared with conventional disk caching, data throughput is increased several times over. File
processing performance is maximized thanks to the use of emulated disks (volume emulation) in the GS.
The clearest performance improvement can be seen in write accesses to frequently referenced files, since the high availability of the GS means
that the files no longer have to be backed up to disk.
During data backup and recovery, the high-speed GS access enables the MTC peripherals to operate at their maximum data rate. When
combined with DAB, the GS can be used as a fast cache memory (also as a fault-tolerant write cache) for files.
In terms of input/output performance, data throughput, availability and overall operating behavior, Global Storage, teamed with the exceptional
scalability of the individual business servers, contributes toward cost-effective and successful BS2000 operation.
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7.3 SQ210 business server - the complete BS2000 package for the open world
With the introduction of the SQ business server line, Fujitsu offered the BS2000 mainframe operating system on high-end INTEL processors for
the first time.
Implementing BS2000 on x86 hardware technology opens up new performance dimensions and affords increased opportunities for server and
storage consolidation. The BS2000 business servers of the SQ model series unite the strengths of the BS2000 open mainframe operating system,
irrefutably proven in countless business-critical installations, i.e. security, ultra-high availability, automation and ease of administration, with
the most advanced, future-proof hardware technology based on x86 processor architecture. More performance and high flexibility unlock further
innovation potential for the proven BS2000 system environments, as well as new deployment scenarios in the context of enterprise-wide
resource consolidation.
The SQ business servers are designed as BS2000 entry-level models and to cover medium performance requirements. In addition to the BS2000
performance, they also provide applications for Linux and Windows as guest systems alongside BS2000 or on additional application units.
All SQ business server models support nearline and online storage media with proven Fibre Channel connection technology.
7.3.1 SQ210 product data
The current Fujitsu BS2000 SQ210 business servers expand the range of applications on the one hand by an about 40 per cent increase in
monoprocessor performance and the significant increased performance range from 12 to 1,750 RPF. On the other hand and in addition to the
BS2000, Linux and Windows guest systems, which were introduced on the SQ100 in mid-2010, optional application units, on which Linux or
Windows applications can be used alone or under VMware vSphere, are also offered as of SQ200. The administration of the entire business server
SQ210, including the guest systems and application units, is done in the SQ Manager using a joint browser-based graphic interface.
The SQ210 is particularly suitable for BS2000 small and medium-sized enterprise customers wanting to modernize and consolidate their
tried-and-trusted BS2000 applications on an innovative platform with a view to investment protection. For users in the entry and midrange
performance category, it represents an extremely cost-effective opportunity to innovate the hardware and software base for their IT solutions.
The SQ210 family comprises sixteen models, including monoprocessor to 16-way systems, which are available as complete hardware/software
packages delivering a performance of 12 to 1,750 RPF and featuring main memory scalability up to 512 GB. They include all the necessary
components for supporting problem-free BS2000 system operation with a low administration and operating overhead.

The system data and features in detail
 Monoprocessor models in six performance variants from 12 RPF
 Performance of the multiprocessor models ranges up to 1,750 RPF
 Main memory configurable from 16 to 512 GB
 Optional integrated disk storage capacity of up to 2 x 7 TB via SAS interface
 Optional ETERNUS DX400, DX400 S2, DX8000 and DX8700 S2 via Fibre Channel
interface
 Optional Symmetrix DMX and V-Max via Fibre Channel interface
 Optional ETERNUS CS8000 or Scalar MTC-Libraries via Fibre Channel interface
 Optional integrated MTC auto-changer with LTO4 or LTO5 drives
 Fibre channel connection with 8 Gbit/s
 LAN connection with 1 or 10 GB Ethernet
 Teleservice connection via modem or AIS Connect

The SQ210 business servers are supported by the operating system package OSD/XC V9.0 (Open Server Dimension/Extended Configuration).
OSD/XC V9.0 is equivalent in functionality to BS2000 V9.0 and was ported to the x86 architecture for the SQ series. In addition, this package
includes all the essential system-level software components for deploying business-critical applications in the data center.
For more on the components of OSD/XC V9.0 see section 7.4 below.
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7.3.2 SQ210 – the Multi OS Server
The SQ business server line benefits from the high innovativeness and investment protection in the x86 processor world. Linux and Windows
guest systems that run in an SLES11/Xen environment can run as highly available applications concurrently with BS2000 guest systems using
VM2000 on the server unit of SQ business servers.
In this scenario, the hardware resources (CPU, main memory, I/O components) can be flexibly assigned to the guest systems. Allocating
resources in this way provides high levels of flexibility in sharing and optimizing use of system resources.
This means our customers can deploy software applications offered by independent software vendors for the x86 processor world in parallel with
BS2000 applications.
Important advantages in the new VM functionality in SQ servers
 SQ business servers enable the parallel use of several customer applications using different operating systems.
 Distribution of the server and peripheral capacities on BS2000, Linux and Windows systems as required.
 Provision of the necessary interfaces and distribution of the hardware resources to the guest systems take place on the SQ Business Servers,
using the state-of-the-art virtualization technologies
 VM2000 (BS2000) on the server unit (SU)
 Xen VM (Linux & Windows) on the server unit (SU)
 VMware vSphere 5 (Linux & Windows) on the application unit (AU)
 A further highlight is the central administration of server resources, peripherals and guest systems via the Web-based SQ-Manager.
 A sophisticated role concept guarantees the required operational security.
 The administration of the BS2000 guest systems is compatibly carried out by the proven VM2000 command interface.
Application units in SQ210
In addition to the guest systems described above, optional application units are also offered in the SQ210. These application units are
independent, freely configurable X86 high-end servers, on which Linux and Windows applications can also run, which require a native operating
system or more hardware resources than are available in the SQ210 server unit in addition to the BS2000 processors. In VMware vSphere V5 a
widely used, state-of-the-art virtualization technology has also been available for SQ application units since 2012.
The application units are administered via the SQ Manager, which provides a uniform administration interface for all the components of the SQ
business servers. At the same time the SQ Manager supports the integration of customer or application-specific administration tools.
The application units are originally optimized for high availability. Their integration in the maintenance concept and the Teleservice of SQ
business servers ensures the fail-safety required for business-critical applications.
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7.3.3 New options for high availability with SQ series
The Fujitsu SQ210 business servers offer special high availability features, such as failure detection with the automatic restart of guest systems
on a second server (HA) and the uninterrupted relocation of running guest systems to a second server (LiveMigration, LM).
"Always-on" availability of mainframe applications thanks to LiveMigration (LM)
With LiveMigration (LM) the SQ210 business server is the world's first and at this point in time only mainframe to offer customers the option –
through downtime elimination –of achieving a maximum degree of availability for "business-critical" applications. Areas of application are e.g.
server/infrastructure maintenance slots or optimal workload management through the uninterrupted relocation of mainframe guest systems
and applications during ongoing operation.
LM is available for all BS2000, Linux and Windows guest systems of the server unit; VMware vSphere also offers an appropriate feature for guest
systems on the application unit.
"Best-in-class" business continuity in case of unplanned failures to the mainframe infrastructure
High Availability (HA) is an innovative solution that minimizes unplanned downtimes (e.g. due to power outages, operating errors, etc.)
through the automatic restart of systems and applications in a cluster failover solution. The relocation of individual mainframe or Linux and
Windows guest systems and applications to a second server can be automated and prioritized according to customer requirements. High
Availability stands out here due to its very easy configurability and ease of use.
Possible usages of the VM functionality on SQ servers
The SQ210 business server offers customers a wide range of usage scenarios and consolidation options for all their business-critical applications.
 Parallel running of individual BS2000, Linux and Windows applications, either on a native basis or as a virtualized guest system
 Use as consolidation servers for several autonomous BS2000, Linux or Windows applications
 Use as co-existence servers for company-critical application and program sections in BS2000 and Linux or Windows environments, with
customized load distribution
 Use as database servers for huge data volume (e.g. Big Data, BI, SESAM and ORACLE applications) in mainframe quality
 Use as SAP servers with optimized load distribution on up to 4 application units
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The BS2000 platform with high development potential
With the SQ business servers, Fujitsu offers BS2000 users a route to innovative further development of their entire IT landscape, based on an
ultra-modern hardware architecture. Hardware features like Capacity on Demand (CoD) and online replacement of redundant system
components (OLR) afford maximum freedom in the use of resources and increase system availability.
Thus, for instance, CoD can be used to attach additional CPU power during online operation when the need arises, e.g. to cover temporary peak
loads, and to detach it again when the heavy load phase has passed.
Virtualization based on VM2000 and Xen enables SQ systems to be split into multiple different guest systems running independently of one
another. Either multiple BS2000 guest systems or Linux and Windows guest systems running alongside BS2000 can be defined.

Figure 3: Overview of storage architecture with Fibre Channel (FC )

Support of Fibre Channel (FC) interfaces is provided as standard, allowing seamless connection of the latest storage systems. This connectivity
enables the implementation and optimal use of modern storage principles based on the storage area network (SAN) model. Data migration to
new, FC-based peripheral systems is already conveniently supported on the S and SX servers of the previous generations by DRV (Dual Recording
by Volume) V3.1 or higher.
Operation of very powerful communication networks is supported, based on the use of Gigabit LAN technology.
Fujitsu enables SQ users to introduce the latest IT concepts in the peripheral domain in a tried-and-trusted manner and ensures exemplary
investment protection for the future in this regard.
The ideal server consolidation platform
Due to the capability of running multiple different system environments in parallel, the servers of the SQ series will be ideally suited to future
enterprise-wide consolidation of multiple separate system environments. The coexistence of the BS2000 and Linux and Windows system
environments will be enabled by VM2000 and Xen virtualization.
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In such a scenario, the virtualization layer ensures secure mutual segregation of the guest systems. An independent system environment can be
operated in each guest system together with associated applications.
7.4 OSD/XC – the total package for BCC
The SQ and SX series servers are supported on the BS2000 side by the OSD/XC operating system.
The package OSD/XC V9.0 provides the new BS2000 version 9.0 for Intel x86 based SQ servers. It contains software product versions which fit
together with BS2000 V9.0 and open up their complete features for SQ business servers. OSD/XC V9.0 is prerequisite for using the new features of
the SQ210 business servers, such as LM, HA or more than 8 CPUs.
OSD/XC V4.1 delivers the same set of functions as the BS2000 V8.0 and has been ported to the Intel x86 architecture and to th e Sparc64™
architecture.
Existing customer applications run in binary compatible mode on the SQ and SX servers under OSD/XC.

Figure 4: The complete package for Business-Critical Computing

OSD/XC supports all function complexes relevant to data center operation and business-critical computing:
 Modern, mainframe-typical workload management for interactive dialog and batch workloads,
 Scalable processor performance, memory and I/O bandwidth on a large scale,
 Comprehensive I/O connectivity thanks to support for Fibre Channel
 Automation of data center operation and data center workflows,
 Ability to run open applications and support for the WWW,
 Support for backup and data recovery scenarios.
OSD/XC V9.0 is shipped as a total package with all the software products required for data center operation preinstalled, thus guaranteeing easy,
reliable system installation and commissioning of the SQ business servers on site.
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7.5 Peripheral devices for BS2000 servers
7.5.1 Disk storage systems
Compact, highly available disk storage systems combine all the relevant components like disk drives, semiconductor cache and control
components in a single enclosure. The functionality is complemented by facilities providing protection against data loss in the event of disasters
and multiple mirroring to allow simultaneous use of data. The trend is moving toward enterprise storage solutions, i.e. cross-platform
deployment of storage systems via storage area networks (SANs) for all operating systems (BS2000, Unix, Linux and Windows systems). The SAN
connection via Fibre Channel is supported by all S, SQ and SX servers.
Information about the BS2000 embedding of disk system functions, such as replication by the storage host component SHC-OSD, is available in
chapter 6, System Software.
ETERNUS DX400 and DX8000
The connection of Fujitsu's Midrange and Enterprise disk storage systems, the ETERNUS DX400 series and the ETERNUS DX8000 series, to the
BS2000 business servers of the S series was released in mid-2010; the release for SQ servers followed in early 2011.
In addition to these systems, support has also been provided since mid-2012 for ETERNUS DX400 S2 and ETERNUS DX8700 S2 on all current
BS2000 business servers. Integration of the ETERNUS DX disk systems and control of the replication functions EC and REC with SHC-OSD has been
available since mid-2011.
ETERNUS DX disk storage systems protect your data and support business flexibility. They are the most reliable and secure data safes, from
online backup to mission-critical applications, from entry-level to high-end usage scenarios.
For companies requiring maximum reliability and availability, ETERNUS DX SAN storage systems are complemented by a full range of advanced
storage management functions. The unified software stack and hardware functions which span the entire range of the family allow ease-of-use,
and provide a greater efficiency for users while reducing administrative costs.
Fujitsu ETERNUS DX400 S2 offers enterprise-level functions in a series of mid-range system models. Excellent growth capacity, very high
reliability, top performance - these are just a few benefits of these well-tailored disk storage systems.
With the high-end systems Fujitsu ETERNUS DX8700 S2 customers get optimum performance and security for enterprise-class, mission-critical
heterogeneous environments.
Offering multi-platform support for servers and operating systems in large-scale commercial and scientific systems, customers benefit from
outstanding storage capacity and functionality. With their Eco-mode functionality, ETERNUS DX400/DX8000 are amongst the most
energy-efficient storage systems in their class.

Outstanding features of ETERNUS DX400/DX8000:
 Unique combination of high-end features in all ETERNUS DX400/DX8000
models for advanced availability, security and flexible management
– e.g.: RAID Migration, Data Block Guard, Redundant Copy, Thin
Provisioning, FC and iSCSI Remote Replication, VMware integration,
multi-platform support for server and operating systems
 Market-leading IOPS performance with DX440: cf. SPC-1
 Market-leading price-performance ratio with DX440: cf. SPC-1
 Market-leading online storage capacity with DX8700: up to 5456 TB
 Storage controller-based disk encryption (data encryption)
 Ecological relief with Eco-mode (Green IT)
 Fujitsu's offering with dynamic infrastructures
– Full-line supplier (server, storage, network, solutions and service)
– Own service organization (locally available, highly skilled, broad
choice of SLAs)
– Choice and options (products and solutions, “As a Service”, or
managed)
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Symmetrix® disk storage systems (special features)
 System family for BS2000 servers with simultaneous connection option for linking up with other open system platforms to create centralized,
high-performance and high-capacity storage concepts
 Uniform architecture and functionality with high scalability for all models
 Redundancy for all system components guarantees high availability and cost-effectiveness
 Selectable RAID technologies (also usable in a mix) permit optimum coordination of security, performance and availability
 Fast flash drives deliver best response times (1 ms) for read-intensive, low-latency applications
 Central service concept guarantees shortest response times, upgrades on the online system and uninterrupted operation
 Remote copy with SRDF meets maximum availability requirements even in disaster situations.
 Replication functionalities for flexible and efficient creation of data copies and support of effective backup procedures
 Fibre Channel connection for BS2000 servers (S, SQ and SX servers), Solaris/Unix and Windows-based systems
 SHC-OSD host component based on the EMC APIs for BS2000 for configuring and operating SRDF systems with remote copy as well as the
multiple mirroring feature (TimeFinder)
Symmetrix V-Max and Symmetrix DMX
The Symmetrix system family with its Virtual Matrix Architecture™ and fast processors allows high throughput and short access times. Subdivided
according to capacity ranges, these systems can be used in all Fujitsu operating systems and can also be networked with systems from other
manufacturers. Each model has the features of the Symmetrix product family, combines high performance with high fault tolerance, and
therefore meets the requirements for mission-critical storage solutions.
The Symmetrix V-Max provides high-end memory for virtual data centers and offers performance levels which enable a consolidation of more
workloads.
The Symmetrix V-Max can be provided with flash drives as well as Fibre Channel and SATA drives. It supports virtualized and physical servers
including open and mainframe systems.
Symmetrix V-Max systems are available in configurations with 2 to 11 bays in order to provide up to 2 petabytes of useable storage capacity in
one single system. The support for incremental tiered storage concepts can reduce TCO (total cost of ownership).
All current Symmetrix models, like the Symmetrix models of the previous generations, can be connected to the BS2000 business servers via Fibre
Channel.
FibreCAT CX and CLARiiON CX models
Besides ETERNUS DX and Symmetrix the no longer offered FibreCAT CX and CLARiiON® CX disk storage systems can also be used with BS2000 SX
and SQ servers.
Outlook
The ETERNUS DX disk storage solutions from Fujitsu protect mission-critical data against loss, store it in a cost-effective manner and provide very
fast data access for all connected servers.
The ongoing technological development of disk storage systems, .e.g. focused on available capacity, attainable data throughput and functional
enhancements, is constantly monitored and tuned to practical use for the business servers through specific modifications in BS2000 and
SHC-OSD.
This ensures that the next-generation storage portfolio will support BS2000 customers to increase the efficiency of their business processes.
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7.5.2 Archive systems
The explosive growth in data volumes is creating a strong demand for high-capacity storage solutions. At the same time data management and
security are just as crucial as reliable storage and fast access in trouble situations. Reliable backup software is required to deal with the data
explosion, but equally essential is a fully automated tape storage archiving system solution that is also highly scalable in terms of capacity and
throughput.
Backup/restore and archiving solutions for BS2000 are available for companies of all sizes, and range from standalone magnetic tape cartridge
devices to simple robots for smaller servers to modular high-end backup automation solutions for large enterprises.
Archive systems for direct connection to BS2000
The ETERNUS LT40 is a very compact tape library with up to 24 media slots and up to two drives in two height units (2U). The library can be used
by BS2000 servers and offers up to impressive 38.4 TB (LTO-4, compressed) or with LTO-5 technology up to 72 TB compressed capacity. Basic
configurations have 12 slots operational. The remaining 12 slots can be activated via soft key license at short notice (instant upgrade).
The ETERNUS LT40 systems offer the future-proof SAS host interface. ETERNUS LT40 magnetic tape cartridge systems can be connected to SQ210
business servers and operated with LTO-4 or LTO-5 drives either via SAS or via Fibre Channel.
The FibreCAT TX24 S1 with LTO-2 HH SCSI or LTO-3 FH FC is still supported in SX servers. A FibreCAT TX24 MTC auto-changer with an LTO drive is
always integrated in the basic configuration of SX100.
The Scalar tape products developed by our strategic partner Quantum safeguard data both today and in the future. The Scalar series is designed
to meet the full range of today's storage needs. Scalable enterprise-class data protection can easily grow through barrier-free modular
expansions.
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The Scalar i6000 enterprise-class tape library is based on the industry-proven architecture of Scalar i2000 and is designed specifically for archive
and long-term data retention products. The Scalar i6000 scales up to 5,322 cartridges and stores up to 16PB of data, meeting demands for high
data growth and supporting large tape consolidation projects,
Since release of BS2000-BC 8.0, not only LTO-2 and LTO-3 drives are supported by BS2000. LTO-4 drives, including data encryption integrated in
the LTO-4 drives, with key management implemented in MAREN, are also available for S and SQ servers. Since August 2011 SX100-D and SX160
have also been able to use LTO-4 tape drives within the scalar libraries. On BS2000 servers of the S and SQ series the new LTO-5 tape technology
provides up to 3TB compressed capacity per cartridge and performance improvements, which save significant floor space and lower power and
cooling costs.
Automated tape library systems
FibreCAT TX24 S1

1)

ETERNUS LT40 /
LT40 S2

Scalar i500

Scalar i2000
4)
Scalar i6000

Scalar 10K

Drive type

LTO-2 / LTO-3

LTO-3 / LTO-4 / LTO-5

LTO-3 / LTO-4 /
LTO-5

LTO-3 / LTO-4 /
LTO-5

LTO-3 / LTO-4 /
LTO-5 / TS1120*

Cartridge slots

12-24

12-24

409

5322

LTO: 13884
TS1120: 11386

Capacity (TB)
(uncompressed)

LTO-2: 4.8
LTO-3: 9.6

LTO-3: 9.6
LTO-4: 19.2
2)
LTO-5: 36

LTO-3: 163
LTO-4: 327
LTO-5: 613

LTO-3: 2128
LTO-4: 4257
LTO-5: 7983

LTO-3: 5553
LTO-4: 11107
LTO-5: 20826
TS1120: 5693

Number of drives

1-2
(BS2000: 1)

1-2

18

96

LTO: 324
TS1120: 208

Drive types connectable to
BS2000

LTO-2 SCSI
LTO-3 FC

LTO-3 SAS
LTO-4 SAS
LTO-4 FC
2)
LTO-5 FC
(SQ-Server)

LTO-3 FC
LTO-4 FC
3)
LTO-5 FC

LTO-3 FC
LTO-4 FC
3)
LTO-5 FC

LTO-3 FC
LTO-4 FC
3)
LTO-5 FC

1)

only for upgrades and for used SX servers
LTO-5 FC drives in ETERNUS LT40 supported with SQ servers since mid-2012
3)
LTO-5 FC drives in Scalar i500/i6000/10000 supported with S servers since September 2011 and with SQ servers since mid-2012.
4)
The product Scalar i2000 was further developed to Scalar i6000 (May 2010); upgrade kit for i2000 available.
The use of Scalar i6000 with BS2000 requires the Scalar i2000 compatibility mode or ROBAR V6.5.
2)

Magnetic tape technologies for BS2000
Tape drive

Transfer rate (MB/s)
(uncompressed)

Media type

Capacity (GB)
(uncompressed)

LTO-1

15

LTO Ultrium 1

100

LTO-2

24

LTO Ultrium 2

200

LTO-3

40-80

LTO Ultrium 3

400

LTO-4

60-120

LTO Ultrium 4

800

LTO-5 (seit 2011)

60-140

LTO Ultrium 5

1500

* Additional magnetic tape technologies like TS1120 can be connected via virtualization with ETERNUS CS8000, which is explained in the
following section.
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7.5.3 FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS CS8000 V6
Unified Data Protection Appliance
FUJITSU Storage ETERNUS CS8000 is a unified data protection appliance for the complete
consolidation of backup and archiving infrastructures of open systems and mainframes. Thanks
to uniform management of disks, deduplicated disks and tapes flexible service levels regarding
capacity, speed and cost can be provided.
A modular grid architecture delivers extreme scalability of capacity and performance. Integrated
data mirroring and replication features enable comprehensive disaster recovery concepts.
Flexible SAN and Ethernet connectivity as well as VTL, NAS and WORM support allow you to use
one system for backup and archiving.
And support for the cloud gateway functionality makes ETERNUS CS8000 an ideal and
future-proof solution for a unified and optimized data protection infrastructure.

Main Features

Benefits

One consolidation platform for backup and archiving for open systems
and mainframes

 Thanks to complete consolidation all disk and tape target systems
for mainframes and open systems enable large savings in
infrastructure investments and costs of operation.
 Combining VTL and the NAS option for backup, archiving and
second-tier file storage in one appliance further increases
operational efficiency
 Integrated management of disks, deduplicated disk and tapes
enables flexible service levels in terms of capacity, backup/restore
speed and media costs
 The support for cloud gateway functionality leverages own
investments in storage capacity and enables disaster recovery
concepts without investing in own DR sites

Extremely scalable grid architecture

 Flexible scalability of performance and capacity reduce high
upfront pre-investments and support a pay-as-you grow approach
 Allocate storage resources for data protection according to
business priorities
 Industry-leading backup and restore performance enable you to
manage extreme data growth and volume without migration risks
 Parallelization of deduplication processes delivers the performance
headroom required to benefit from data reduction even in
petabyte-scale environments

Comprehensive high availability and disaster recovery capabilities

 No single point of failure even for the deduplication store
 Asynchronous replication and synchronous mirroring enable
flexible DR concepts depending on remote distance and recovery
time needs
 Manages multiple data copies on local and remote targets to align
the availability level of data with its importance to the business
 Automated processes ensure a highly efficient DC operation, easy
media migrations, scheduled media refreshes to prevent data
corruption and the ability to eliminate fatal errors in highly
complex data protection environments
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BS2000 Business Servers are connected to ETERNUS CS8000 via FC connections. With ETERNUS CS8000, the connected BS2000 servers are
provided with a tape library with virtually unlimited resources in terms of drives and storage media. In this setup, BS2000 communicates in the
same way as with a traditional tape library using MAREN and ROBAR and so can use all forms of tape processing without changes. The backup
and restore requirements of BS2000 are served via ETERNUS CS8000’s virtual magnetic tape interfaces, which behave exactly like real magnetic
tape libraries.
ETERNUS CS8000 supports library systems with as few as 24 cartridge slots, as well as super libraries providing several thousands of cartridge
slots, thus catering for all capacity needs.
As of BS2000 V9.0 ETERNUS CS8000 was used not only for backups with the usual tape interface but also for less frequently used BS2000 files
with the NAS interface. The administration of these so called Net Storage files is realized via an entry in the BS2000 file catalog of the usual
pubsets and allows for largely compatible access via the DMS interfaces of BS2000. You'll find further information about Net Storage in BS2000
V9.0 in chapter 6: System Software.
7.5.4 Electronic printing systems
Fujitsu has maintained a longstanding partnership in the high-performance printing systems sector with Océ Printing Systems, one of the
leading vendors for high performance production printers, whose wide range of products includes systems covering all requirements for modern
production printing.
This close cooperation also extends to the associated software support, thus guaranteeing optimum operation of the Océ production printing
systems in BS2000. The current high-performance printers stand out by virtue of their high scalability and flexibility. Depending on
requirements, the most suitable printer can be selected from the various models for cut-sheet (VarioPrint®), fanfold (VarioStream®) or full color
(ColorStream® and JetStream®) printing.
With the modern architecture, control of the production printers is done by a separate Océ PRISMAproduction server, able to exploit the most
recent features of the printers. BS2000 print jobs are transferred to this server by the Océ Router component, treated by the spool like a printer
controller. The migration from directly controlled printers to PRISMA controlled printers is thus quite transparent. The consequently necessary
migration of older (line-oriented) customer applications to IPDS is supported by powerful software both in the BS2000 spool and in the Océ
Router environment.
Current high-performance printers
Model

Max. Speed (ppm*)

Fanfold (FF)/
Cutsheet (CS)

Color capability

VarioStream 7000 family

from 180 up to 1200

FF

b&w, Océ CustomTone (TWIN)

VarioStream 8000 family

from 500 up to 1414

FF

b&w, Océ CustomTone (TWIN)

ColorStream 10000 FLEX

from 168 (4c) to 1425 (b&w)

FF

b&w, Océ CustomTone and full color

JetStream family

from 1100 up to 3030

FF

b&w, full Color

ColorStream 3500

from 505 up tot 1010

FF

b&w, Océ CustomTone and full color
(TWIN)

VarioStream 7100 series

114 or 150

FF

b&w

VarioPrint 6000 family

from 140 up to 314

CS

b&w

imagePRESS C6000 / C7000

60 or 70

CS

b&w, full color

imageRUNNER C9060 / C9070

60 or 70

CS

b&w, full color

*) ppm = pages per minute (DIN-A4 pages per minute, incl. 2-up and duplex)
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Here are a few details on the positioning of the individual model series:
 Océ VarioStream 7000 represents a production system delivering maximum reliability and productivity. The 6 models from this series
essentially differ only in their level of performance. They can be used also in TWIN configuration to enable high performance b&w duplex
printing or using Océ CustomTone to highlight essential parts of an application.
 Océ VarioStream 8000, the high-end premium production system, offers the latest up-to-date technology and maximized performance. It is
also available in TWIN configuration to enable high performance b&w duplex printing or using Océ CustomTone to highlight essential parts of
an application.
 Océ ColorStream 10000 FLEX is the high-end full color production system with unrivalled flexibility for simplified and automated switching
between b&w and full color applications to maximize the overall performance.
 Océ JetStream represents a broad family of ink-jet based high performance printers with utmost performance and print quality in b&w and full
color.
 Océ ColorStream 3500 is a highly flexible ink-jet based production printer complementing the high performance printer family in the upper
performance range for color printing, Océ CustomTone or b&w. It can be used as a single or twin system to attain optimal adaption to the
customer's needs.
 Océ VarioStream 7100 is a small and efficient b&w production system offering a wide range of possible printing materials at the highest
quality.
 Océ VarioPrint 6000 is a broad family of high performance b&w cut-sheet production printers for maximized reliability and flexibility.
 Canon imagePRESS and imageRUNNER are highly flexible and performant full color cut-sheet printers which complement the wide range of
Océ high-end production printers.
Current network printers
Network printers are either direct desktop printers or LAN printers with low monthly print volumes for workgroups, or high-performance printers
with LAN connection that make their resources available efficiently to many users on a wide variety of platforms. In terms of scalability, flexibility
and page description language, the same requirements apply as in the case of high-performance printers. The most prevalent is the PCL page
description language and easy connectivity on the one hand, and ease of use and networking capability on the other.
The wide range of LAN printers is almost completely supported by the RSO remote spool product in BS2000. Due to the short model lifecycles,
the so-called generic printer types, representing a specific printer language, come to the fore. Others to note in the BS2000 market are the
Printronix P7000 family line matrix printers with versions ranging from 500 to 2000 lpm as natural successors of the old band printers and at the
lower end of the performance spectrum the now older-generation of needle printers.
Outlook
The trend toward high-quality graphics and full-color printing, and consequently also toward new application scenarios for high-performance
and network printers, will continue to strengthen, especially as a result of constant hardware innovations. A further contributory factor here are
the increasing quality requirements for production printing, for which high performance and reliability have long since ceased to be the only
critical criteria. At the same time operating costs are being considerably reduced as a result of optimized paper post-processing features such as
print highways with envelope mechanisms and new technologies such as "pinless" for high-performance continuous feed printers (fanfold
stationery without transport holes) or the replacement of pre-printed shells by the usage of electronic forms and plain white paper with high
performance full color continuous feed printers. Integration of high-performance printers in network solutions will also increase, given impetus
by a growing range of LAN connection options as alternatives to the channel. This will chiefly permit cost-effective printer sharing in the
network.
A key requirement for the use of all these innovations is the use of one of the modern page printing languages such as IPDS or PCL. Since the
traditional line printer modes, particularly E mode for laser printers, are still widely used in the BS2000 market, software migration tools
(particularly for E mode --> IPDS) acquire increased importance, so that the transition to the new environment can be completed smoothly and
without the need for intervention in the applications. In the long term this migration will be unavoidable, not only for innovations.
The BS2000 driver software Océ PRISMAproduction Host SPS is no longer offered by Océ. The Océ high-performance printers are now only connected
via the Océ Router software with LAN connection to an Océ PRISMAproduction server. As a consequence there is no direct channel connection for
these printing systems available. As the driver software no longer has to be adapted in the BS2000 for new printers and functions, the entire OPS
printer range is thus available for BS2000 users without any time delays and with the full range of functionality and flexibility.
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7.5.5 HNC (High-speed Net Connect)
The standard method of networking servers today is via LAN (Local Area Network) with Ethernet / Fast Ethernet (10/100 Mbit/s) or Gigabit
Ethernet (1000 Mbit/s). Usually copper or fiber optic cables are used for these connections.

It offers the following main functions:
 One to two Fibre Channel interfaces for connections to the business servers. Both connections can
also be coupled as a trunk group to increase the possible throughput.
 One to max. four LAN ports for Ethernet / Fast Ethernet / Gigabit Ethernet connections (copper and/or
fiber)
 Checksum calculation for IP packages to unburden the BS2000 CPU
 Support for VLANs in accordance with IEEE 802.1p and 802.1q together with openNet Server V3.2 or
higher
 Connection of several guest systems under VM2000
 SNMP agents for monitoring and control
 Integration into the openNet Server redundancy concept for increased availability
User benefits
 BS2000 customers benefit from the increase in communications performance of Gigabit
Ethernet. Using Fibre Channel connections between HNC and host or jumbo frames, the
data throughput can be increased significantly.
 If the HNC is connected to the same BS2000 server via two Fibre Channels, the two
channels can also be operated as a trunk group for increased channel throughput.
 Providing SNMP agents in the HNC ensures optimal integration with the network and
system management framework.
 Connection to other SNMP-based management platforms is also possible as a result of
the de facto SNMP standard. BS2000 systems with the HNC are therefore fully-fledged
partners in an open systems world.

HNC Floor Stand

Outlook
The HW basis of the HNC will be continuously adapted to current server technologies. This allows for long -term availability and maintenance.
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7.5.6 openCRYPT
We offer products and solutions with standardized open interfaces for security-related topics under the trade name openCRYPT™.
Fujitsu BS2000 openCRYPT-SERV offers cryptographic functions for BS2000 systems. The encryption can be executed either by the product itself or
optionally by a channel-coupled external co-processor. The software-side encryption and decryption of the data within the openCRYPT product is
very CPU-intensive and is recommended for discrete sets of selected sensitive data only. If more data needs to be encrypted or decrypted, the
external co-processor (openCRYPT-BOX) is necessary.
Fujitsu BS2000 openCRYPT-SERV is based on the PKCS#11 interface and provides BS2000 applications with a function interface for accessing
cryptographic functions.
Fujitsu BS2000 openCRYPT-BOX (openCRYPT Booster Extension) is a hardware-based, channel-linked solution providing numerous algorithms for
speeding up compute-intensive cryptographic processes. Symmetric algorithms and public key methods are supported:
Fujitsu BS2000 openCRYPT-SOFT is available as an optional integrated solution for cryptographic functions on SQ and SX servers. It supports the
PKCS#11-based application interfaces of openCRYPT-SERV and provides the functions that are offered for S servers by openCRYPT-BOX using
dedicated processors within the servers.
 Block and stream codes: DES, DES3, RC2, RC4, as well as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
 Code/key exchange, signature methods: RSA, Diffie Hellman, DSA
 Hash algorithms and integrity codes: MD2, MD5, SHA-1, RIPEMD160, HMAC
User benefits
openCRYPT-SERV and openCRYPT-BOX or openCRYPT-SOFT offer a coordinated entry-level system for BS2000 solutions using cryptographic methods.
When available, these functions will be used by
BS2000 openFT-CR and BS2000 openUTM-CR
products for cryptographic protection. A tailored
solution optimized for specific tasks is available to
provide a cryptographically secure file store (file
encryption under BS2000 V6 or higher).
Further "Internet products" featuring cryptographic
functions, as well as APACHE as a secure web
server, interNet Services, IPSec in openNet Server
also use this interface. Additional information on
the use of openCRYPT is available in the "Security"
section of
Chapter 6, "System Software".

Figure 5: BS2000 solutions with cryptographic procedures
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